Impact of Feature Interaction on the Safety Analysis for Unmanned Avionics Product Lines
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Abstract—Unmanned Avionics Systems (UAS) are real-time critical embedded systems that include high-integrity requirements. Most of these systems need to be certified before use, particularly in civil airspace. To reduce development cost, some UAS software is developed as part of a Software Product Line (SPL). A product-line comprises a reference architecture and a set of reusable core assets. New systems can be derived from the product-line architecture and core assets based on a predefined process that manages and controls permitted variations, based in part on product-line features defined in a feature model. However, many features are interdependent and hence complicate the analysis of all potential feature combinations for product-line systems. In this paper we discuss the impact of feature dependencies in the safety analysis of unmanned avionics SPLs and present a preliminary model-based solution for managing the impact of these dependencies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Unmanned aircraft systems are systems built to support aircrafts that do not require a human pilot [1]. Software Product Lines (SPL) consist of systems that share a common set of core requirements that differ according to a set of allowable variations [2]. SPL have been used to develop avionics software [3]. Safety-critical product-lines, such as avionics systems, include high-integrity safety requirements. For avionics SPLs to be used, it is necessary that both systems and aircraft be certified against pre-established guidance. Variability analysis and management is crucial for development of safety-critical SPLs, for which it should be considered in both product-line development and safety analysis. For example, safety case development [4] is an approach that has been used for documenting assurance arguments for safety-critical systems, such as avionics, in order to obtain certification credit. As with other product-line assets [2], product-line safety cases need to include mechanisms for managing the impact of variation [5]. Establishing a balance between safety assurance and reuse management is a challenging task in product-line safety analysis because a safety-critical SPL should satisfy its safety properties in all products derived from selecting and combining product-line features and assets.

II. RESEARCH PROBLEM

Feature interaction is defined as a feature or features affecting the behaviors of some other feature(s) [6]. This affects product-line safety analysis and development assets in both SPL domain engineering and application engineering. Thus, the following questions arise: a) how can product line safety/hazard analysis address feature interaction for avionics? b) How can assurance be provided that product-line assets are ready for reuse in several allowable configurations? Here we focus on two main challenges: 1) certification: certification authorities typically deal with single product certification and not with a product-line; and 2) feature interaction: dealing with the dependence relationships between product-line assets and how to provide assurance for the reuse of both product-line development and safety analysis assets. Feature interaction variation in product-line development assets and their operational environment (usage context) have a significant impact on safety analysis assets related to hazard identification, risk analysis, risk management (mitigation measures), risk monitoring, risk acceptance, and safety case argumentation. The addition of a feature into a safety-critical product-line can potentially lead to changes in many safety analysis assets, because it is necessary to consider and analyze the interaction of the new feature with other SPL features to perform safety analysis.

Variability management problems in avionics safety-critical SPLs relate to the complex traceability between functional dependencies (in aircraft functions) and product-line feature interaction and among product-line development, safety analysis, and safety assurance (safety cases) assets [4][5]. There are proposals for metamodels in the literature that address some of these problems, as the product-line Functional Failure Model [7] and the OMG Structured Assurance Case Metamodel [8], but there is little guidance, methods, or techniques that describe how to use such models together to manage such traceability. There is also no automated tool-support to use these models in order to analyse the traceability between product-line development, safety analysis, and safety argumentation assets.

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION

Our proposed solution to deal with feature interaction problems in avionics SPL development and safety assessment assets is based on the concept of ‘problem-solution feature interaction’ and a feature interaction mapping approach built based on this concept [6]. Problem-solution feature interaction is defined as an interaction between two or more architectural/implementation features (solution-space) that only arises based on one or more domain features (problem-space) from the feature model. The feature interaction mapping approach proposed by Sanen et al. [6] combines concepts of configuration knowledge and feature interaction, and the provisioning of automated tool support for complex mappings. In safety-critical SPLs, safety knowledge should be part of SPL configuration knowledge. Such knowledge covers SPL safety assets such as hazard logs, risk assessment, mitigation measures and argumentation data. So, in order to reuse knowledge about certain hazards and conditions in safety-critical SPLs we should incorporate ‘safety knowledge’ into ‘configuration knowledge’.

We can abstract the ‘problem-solution feature interaction’ concept to address the traceability problem in safety-critical product lines. For example, avionics product-line feature models (domain models) map to the problem-space part of the concept,
while Functional Dependency Models from avionics software can map to the solution-space part. We can also extend the concept of ‘problem-solution feature interaction’ to address safety (i.e., variation interaction in safety assessment data) in safety-critical product lines. The reason for this is that there is also interaction between product-line development and safety assets. Thus, in the same way that the concept of ‘problem-solution feature interaction’ can have interactions between one or more safety requirements (in the safety domain) that only arise in the presence of one or more feature (requirements/architectural) interactions in a specific usage context. To support modeling of feature interactions in SPLs languages such as Feature-Oriented Requirements Modeling Language (FORML) [9] can be used. In this language, SPL modeling considers two viewpoints: the world problem, which comprises domain modeling using feature models to specify valid SPL combinations, and behavior model, to model feature interaction considering each SPL feature separately (feature module) using state-machines. FORML can be used to express feature interaction relationships in SPL feature and avionics functional models; and for expressing safety requirements interaction in safety-critical SPLs.

In order to address safety-critical product-line traceability for the UAS domain, we firstly propose a mapping between SPL feature interactions and avionics system function dependencies using merging metamodels, interfaces and parsing techniques. Model merging is a process of merging two source models ‘M_A’ and ‘M_B’, instances of ‘MM_f’ (feature interaction) and ‘MM_d’ (functional dependence) metamodels, into a target model ‘M_C’, which is an instance of ‘MM’ (merged) metamodel. We aim to use a merging language, such as Epsilon Merging Language (EML) [10], to build our proposed merged metamodel for feature interaction and avionics functional dependencies, within the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF). EMF will be used to provide automated tool support for traceability between product-line development, safety analysis, and safety argumentation assets.

We also propose other traceability merging metamodels to map core and variation points in product-line development (feature and context models), safety analysis (hazard identification, risk analysis, risk management), safety argumentation (safety cases) assets, manned and unmanned aircraft certification guidance, and product-line processes [2]. The merging metamodel for the safety case will be built based on the Goal Structuring Notation (GSN) [4][5] and the OMG SACM metamodel [8] and integrated with product-line processes [2]. From using our proposed merging metamodels, it will be possible to get traceability between a product-line feature associated with one specific usage context, and its correspondent safety analysis data, such as hazards related to the features in the assumed context, risk analysis data as risk severity and probability of occurrence, risk mitigation measures to be adopted, risk acceptability analysis, and safety argumentation (safety case models).

The presence of such traceability can contribute towards improvements in providing assurance of product-line features and feature interaction safety properties. This can be justified because the use of these metamodels can improve the management of product-line feature interaction safety requirements. We believe the use of such approach can facilitate the certification process of product-line configurations (through easier identification and management of dependencies) by reusing pre-certified safety analysis and safety argumentation data. The use of our merging metamodels can also contribute to reduce the complexity of adding new features and feature interactions to an existing product-line, due to the traceability between product-line interactions, safety analysis, and safety argumentation assets. To support and facilitate the use of our proposed metamodels, we are developing a UAS product-line development process and guidance to support the management of avionics software development, safety analysis and argumentation activities and their assets. Ongoing work involves developing tool support for both metamodels and the UAS development process, and validating the metamodels in real world case studies.

IV. RELATED WORK

Product line safety has been addressed in the literature, e.g. in Liu et al.[11], Habi et al. [7], and the MISSA Project [12]. Liu et al. [11] integrated SPL safety analysis with model-based development in a state-based modeling approach using two product-line safety analysis techniques: Software Failure Modes, Effects and Criticality Analysis, and Software Fault Tree Analysis. The MISSA Project [12] proposed a solution for assigning DALs for avionics systems developed from a set of models, by using Functional Dependency Models (FDM) and safety analysis tools. FDM is used for decomposing functions (features in an SPL) into sub-functions that correspond to classes or levels, or functional failure modes that impact the effects of a function failure condition. After all functional failure modes and all classes of functional performance are found, the decomposition is closed by allocating physical resources to implement the function. This data is processed by safety analysis tools to support the allocation of DALs to functions and their possible combinations. Habi et al. [7] proposed an SPL functional hazard model which is integrated with product-line context and domain (feature) models, and a model-based SPL hazard assessment approach aimed at integrating functional hazard assessment to product-line domain engineering and application engineering phases.
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